out of Lloyd. You should see the boy around the place in those coveralls!
He raises pigs.
There is a lot of the best in both of them built into their house because
I knew and loved them so well, well enough to put it there. And they
earned it and deserved the best I could do. They were up to it too. They
loved the house.
Nevertheless the tragedy that befell so many of my clients happened to
the Lloyd Lewises. They just liked to stay in their house arid didn't care
to go out anywhere unless they had to go.
Many of their friends, like the Alfred MacArthur's, for instance, just
pretended to like the house because they like Lloyd. But I know some of
the neighbour's didn't. But those who didn't were living in period houses
dated way back when and furnished *way back' to match.	•
In fact, the new dwelling made quite a stir in the society of that
squeamish, highly stylish neck of the flat woods where Old Mexico, Nor-
way, Ancient Sweden, and Camden village were in hiding behind the
trees and to no good purpose, believe me.
Lloyd and Kathryn also furnished their exciting but very quiet Usonian
House 'to match* and in such good Usonian style that even I like to go
back to enjoy it myself. So does Marc (Connelly)* So does Alec (Woollcott),
Alec wrote a nice little letter to me about the house which was fine. And
generous again.
Hoping Alec won't object, if Lloyd doesn't, here is the little letter which
I cherish. I'll share it with you.
DEAR FRANK:
I hear you will be returning to Spring Green tomorrow so I am leaving
promptly for Rochester, New York, but not before making a second visit
to Libertyville to see that exhilarating house you have built for Lloyd
Lewis. I was there last Sunday and went to confirm, by a second visit, th0
impression it made upon me. On the strength of that house alone I thinfe
I could go forth and preach afresh the gospel of Frank Lloyd Wright* :
I see now more fully than ever before what effect the right house can
have upon the person inside it. I told Lloyd that this one makes even a
group of his friends look distinguished.
Lloyd, whom I admire and enjoy, neVer did anything so wise in his life,
Just to be in that house uplifts the heart and refreshes the spirit. Most
houses confine their occupants. Now I understand, where before I only
dimly apprehended, that such a house as this can liberate the person wP
lives in it,
God bless you.
J	A,  WOOLLCQTT,,
April \5, 1941.
THE STAMPEDE
I refused to be stampeded by the wave of urbanism which swept
pTJS.A^ affecting such of our architects as Harvey Corbett, Larab?;
;   :	452	•

